We examined the effects of three different training conditions, all of which involve the motor system, on kindergarteners' mental transformation skill. We focused on three main questions. First, we asked whether training that involves making a motor movement that is relevant to the mental transformation-either concretely through action (action training) or more abstractly through gestural movements that represent the action (move-gesture training)-resulted in greater gains than training using motor movements irrelevant to the mental transformation (point-gesture training). We tested children prior to training, immediately after training (posttest), and 1 week after training (retest), and we found greater improvement in mental transformation skill in both the action and move-gesture training conditions than in the point-gesture condition, at both posttest and retest. Second, we asked whether the total gain made by retest differed depending on the abstractness of the movement-relevant training (action vs. move-gesture), and we found that it did not. Finally, we asked whether the time course of improvement differed for the two movementrelevant conditions, and we found that it did-gains in the action condition were realized immediately at posttest, with no further gains at retest; gains in the move-gesture condition were realized throughout, with comparable gains from pretest-to-posttest and from posttest-to-retest. Training that involves movement, whether concrete or abstract, can thus benefit children's mental transformation skill. However, the benefits unfold differently over time-the benefits of concrete training unfold immediately after training (online learning); the benefits of more abstract training unfold in equal steps immediately after training (online learning) and during the intervening week with no additional training (offline learning). These findings have implications for the kinds of instruction that can best support spatial learning.
Introduction
Spatial thinking, including the ability to mentally transform objects, is related to achievement in the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) disciplines, even after controlling for language and mathematical skills (e.g., Casey, Nuttall, & Pezaris, 2001; Shea, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2001; Wai, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009 ). Fortunately, spatial skills are malleable and can be improved by engaging in a variety of activities and practice (e.g., Baenininger & Newcombe, 1989; De Lisi & Wolford, 2002; Ehrlich, Levine, & Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Green & Bavelier, 2003; Sorby, 2009; Terlecki, Newcombe, & Little, 2008; Uttal et al., 2013) . However, we know little about the relative effectiveness of different kinds of instruction in promoting spatial thinking, a question that has implications for educational efforts to increase the STEM pipeline. In this study, we address this question by comparing the gains young children make on an age-appropriate mental transformation task after they receive different kinds of training.
A substantial body of literature suggests that mental transformation tasks engage the motor system. Notably, mental rotation in adults shares behavioral and neural signatures with actually rotating the objects (e.g., Ganis, Keenan, Kosslyn, & Pascual-Leone, 2000; Gardony, Taylor, & Bruny e, 2014; Kosslyn, Digirolamo, Thompson, & Alpert, 1998; Kosslyn, Thompson, Wraga, & Alpert, 2001; Parsons, 1987; Parsons et al., 1995; Sekiyama, 1983; Shepard & Cooper, 1982; Shepard & Metzler, 1971; Vingerhoets, de Lange, Vandemaele, Deblaere, & Achten, 2002; Wexler, Kosslyn, & Berthoz, 1998; Wiedenbauer, Schmid, & Jansen-Osmann, 2007; Wohlschl€ ager & Wohlschl€ ager, 1998) . Moreover, motor system involvement in mental rotation tasks has been found across a broad range of ages including infants in the first year of life (e.g., Frick & Wang, 2014; Mohring & Frick, 2013; Schwarzer, Freitag, Buckel, & Lofruthe, 2013; Schwarzer, Freitag, & Schum, 2013) and children (e.g., Frick, Daum, Walser, & Mast, 2009; Wiedenbauer & Jansen-Osmann, 2008) .
Consistent with this evidence, encouraging the use of the motor system during mental rotation tasks can improve or interfere with performance, depending on whether the movement made is consistent with, or conflicts with, the mental transformation being performed. For example, training that encourages adults (Chu & Kita, 2011) or children (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2012) to gesture the movements they are carrying out when solving mental rotation problems improved performance, compared to control conditions. In contrast, having participants perform conflicting motor movements during a mental rotation task resulted in decrements in the mental rotation performance of 5-and 8-year-old children but not of 11-year-olds, suggesting that motor processes may play an even larger role in mental rotation in younger than in older children (Frick et al., 2009 ).
Building on these findings, in this study, we for the first time compare the effects of different kinds of motor training in improving young children's ability to visualize the results of a spatial transformation. Although most studies have focused on a specific kind of mental transformation-mental rotation-we have found that, in young children, the ability to mentally rotate shapes is related to the ability to mentally translate shapes, and our task involves both kinds of transformations (Levine, Huttenlocher, Taylor, & Langrock, 1999) . The transformations we use involve mentally combining two pieces to make a whole shape, through rotation, translation, or both. We focus on kindergarten-age children for two reasons, the first practical and the second theoretical. Practically, this is the youngest age at which children perform above chance on our target task, a task that involves mentally transforming pieces to form a whole object (Levine et al., 1999) . Theoretically, we focus on young children because of evidence that spatial thinking may be more susceptible to training during early years (e.g., Uttal et al., 2013) .
Our study design included three training conditions: (a) action training, in which children were asked to move two pieces together to make a target shape; (b) move-gesture training, in which children were asked to gesture the movement needed to bring the two pieces together to make the target shape; unlike the action condition, this condition does not involve direct manipulation of objects, but rather represents that manipulation in a more abstract way; and (c) point-gesture training (our control condition), in which children were asked to point to the two pieces that needed to be brought together to make the target shape; this condition engages the motor system, but not in any way that reflects the manipulation and movement of the objects. We use these three training conditions to address three questions.
1. Does movement relevant to the task improve learning better than irrelevant movement?
We first ask whether the action and 916 Run Run Shaw Tower Centennial Campus training are more effective in improving children's mental transformation skill than the control point-gesture training. Consistent with Hostetter and Alibali's (2008) hypothesis that gesture reflects action simulation, we hypothesized that action and move-gesture training would result in significantly greater improvement in mental transformation skill than the control point-gesture condition. Of note, unlike the action and move-gesture training conditions, the control condition does not provide movement information relevant to the mental transformation task, but rather provides deictic information, focusing the child's attention on the relevant pieces. Thus, comparing the action and move-gesture conditions to the control condition allows us to examine whether movement-relevant information is important to children's learning.
2. Does the abstractness of the relevant movement (action vs. move-gesture) affect how much is learned overall?
Second, we ask whether the abstractness of the relevant movement in training matters in terms of learning outcomes. That is, does concrete action training support learning on the mental transformation task differently from the more abstract move-gesture training?
Favoring the hypothesis that action training is particularly effective in improving the mental transformation skill of young children, traditional cognitive development theories posit that children often solve problems by acting on physical objects prior to being able to solve them symbolically (e.g., Bruner, Olver, & Greenfield, 1966; Piaget, 1953) . If so, action training, which involves directly manipulating objects, might result in more learning than gesture training, which does not involve direct object manipulation.
In contrast to this traditional view, and favoring the hypothesis that move-gesture training is particularly effective in improving young children's mental transformation skill, recent studies show that concreteness can hurt generalization by focusing attention on perceptual details that are peripheral or irrelevant to the task (e.g., Goldstone, Medin, & Gentner, 1991; Goldstone & Son, 2005; McNeil, Uttal, Jarvin, & Sternberg, 2009; Mix, 2010 Mix, , 2010 Novack, Congdon, Hemani-Lopiz, & Goldin-Meadow, 2014; Uttal, Scudder, & Deloache, 1997) . In the context of our mental transformation task, acting directly on objects might encourage learners to focus on the outcome of the movement, rather than on the process of the transformation itself. In contrast, relevant move-gestures might help learners focus on the process of transforming the shapes and visualizing the outcome of the transformation, skills that are essential to success in mental transformation tasks (Ehrlich et al., 2006; Goldin-Meadow, 2010) . Furthermore, because gesturing does not result in a transformed object, it might create "transfer appropriate learning" by engaging learners in the same kind of processing during training that they engage in at test (e.g., Franks, Bilbrey, Lien, & McNamara, 2000; Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977) . That is, move-gesture training, like the test trials on the mental transformation task, requires the child to imagine the transformation of pieces and the resultant shape they make. In contrast, action training, because it involves moving pieces together to form the resultant of shape, does not. Thus, the processing required by the move-gesture training, at least on the face of it, seems more similar to the processing required on the test trials (where it is not possible to move pieces), and this similarity might favor learning in the move-gesture condition.
3. Does the abstractness of the relevant movement (action vs. gesture) affect how learning unfolds over time?
The third question we ask is whether the time course of improvement differs, particularly in the action versus move-gesture conditions where improvement is expected. The majority of spatial training studies, particularly those with children, examine learning immediately after training. The few studies that have examined performance after a delay have generally shown durable gains of spatial training (Uttal et al., 2013) . But the question we ask here is whether type of training affects how gains unfold over time.
We know from previous studies of motor learning that easier training regimens often result in the greatest immediate performance gains, but do not always lead to the greatest long-term learning gains (e.g., Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004) . We might then expect action training to result in more immediate gains than move-gesture training because it provides an easier form of training, one that reveals the answer to the child. In contrast, the more challenging move-gesture training might result in more long-term learning or, at the least, more prolonged learning.
Along these lines, recent evidence raises the possibility that the effects of motor training may actually continue to grow after training has ceased-an effect dubbed "offline" learning (e.g., Censor, Sagi, & Cohen, 2012; Debarnot, Piolino, Baron, & Guillot, 2013; Sami, Robertson, & Miall, 2014) . However, to date, no study has examined whether the offline learning following motor training differs as a function of the abstractness of the motor training by comparing training that involves directly moving objects (action) to training that involves gesturing about those movements (move-gesture). There is reason to believe that move-gesture training could improve offline learning more than action training because, unlike action training, it involves generating an answer to a problem, which has been shown to lead to less immediate benefit, but greater long-term benefit in both children and adults, consistent with greater offline learning (e.g., generation effects, Bjork & Bjork,2014; Vlach, 2014; Vlach, Ankowski, & Sandhofer, 2012) . Prior studies have found that desirable difficulties, or the related construct of optimal challenge points, can slow down initial learning, but then lead to enhanced offline learning and greater long-term gains (e.g., Auble & Franks, 1978; Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998; Bjork, 1994; Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004; Halamish & Bjork, 2011; McDaniel & Mason, 1985; Vlach, 2014; Vlach et al., 2012) . The results of one previous study are broadly consistent with the hypothesis that gesture training can lead to offline learning. Children were taught how to solve math equivalence problems, and their improvement after the lesson was measured immediately after training, and also 4 weeks later. Children who both saw and produced gesture during training performed no better on the test immediately after training than children who did not see or produce gesture during training. However, the children who experienced move-gesture training performed significantly better at the 4-week test, suggesting that gesture training had led to offline learning (Cook, Mitchell, & Goldin-Meadow, 2008 ; see also Congdon et al., 2017) .
To recap, we extend research on training mental rotation skill in three ways. First, we examine whether training that engages the motor system in relevant movements via action or gesture is more effective than a control point condition, which engages the motor system in a movement that guides attention but is irrelevant to the mental transformation. Second, we directly compare the gains children make when given training that involves the motor system at different levels of abstraction-action on objects versus movement gestures that simulate these actions. Finally, we examine the time course of learning when the motor system is engaged at different levels of abstraction, exploring the possibility that, because it creates a "desirable difficulty," move-gesture training might lead to fewer gains at immediate posttest than action training, but to greater gains 1 week later even without any intervening training.
Methods

Participants
A total of 114 5-year-old and 6-year-old children attending kindergarten (62 girls and 52 boys, M age = 74.18 months, SD = 4.82 months; range: 62-84 months) participated in the study. Thirty-seven additional children were eliminated because they were not native English speakers and their level of English proficiency was not sufficient for them to understand the task instructions, which were given in English (n = 33); because they did not follow the experimenter's instructions during training (n = 1); or because they performed near ceiling (responding correctly on 11 or 12 of the 12 pretest problems) at pretest (n = 3).
Kindergarten classrooms in a large urban area were recruited through phone calls and e-mails to school principals. The study was conducted at schools and all children had a signed parental consent form with prior assent from the parents for the children's participation. The population was predominantly Caucasian-of the 114 children who participated in the study, 102 reported ethnicity (72.5% Caucasian, 7.8% Asian, 2.9% Black, 13.7% mixed; and 2.9% other). Socioeconomic status was predominantly middle to upper-middle class, based on parents' self-reported education level. Of the 103 participants who reported parental education level, 88.35% reported an education level at a bachelor's degree or higher.
Materials and stimuli
During the first session, participants were given a pretest assessment of their mental transformation skill, training, and a posttest assessment of their mental transformation skill. The mental transformation task was adapted from Levine et al. (1999) . During the second session, 1 week later, they were administered a second test, which we call the retest. The pretest, posttest, and retest each consisted of 12 test items, followed by six additional explanation items. Children were asked to solve each problem and, on the last six problems, to tell the experimenter how they got their answers immediately following each of these problems.
Pretest, posttest, and retest stimuli
Stimuli were presented in a vertically oriented loose-leaf binder where the "pieces card" (containing pictures of the two pieces that needed to be put together) and a 2 9 2 "choice card" array were simultaneously shown to the child. Each of these cards was presented on an 8.5 9 11 inch piece of paper, with the pieces card presented below and closer to the child than the choice array. Participants were asked to choose the target shape that could be formed by the two pieces, which were created by halving the target form along an axis of symmetry. Half of the problems involved pieces that were symmetrical along the horizontal axis; half were symmetrical along the vertical axis. The location of the target shape on the choice card was randomized across trials with the constraint that consecutive trials did not have the same location for the target shape.
There were four types of problems that differed in the spatial transformation needed to create the target shape (see Fig. 1 ): (a) Direct Translation, where pieces had to be moved perpendicular to the line of symmetry of the target shape; (b) Diagonal Translation, where pieces had to be moved diagonally to create the target shape; (c) Direct Rotation, where pieces had to be rotated 45 degrees and moved perpendicular to the line of symmetry to create the target shape; and (d) Diagonal Rotation, where pieces had to be rotated 45 degrees and then moved diagonally to create the target shape. In half of the Diagonal Translation and Diagonal Rotation problems, the piece on the left was higher than the piece on the right, and vice versa for the other half. Previous studies report that translation problems are easier than rotation problems (but performance on these problem types is correlated), and that patterns of performance on these problem types is similar with respect to strategy and sex differences (Ehrlich et al., 2006; Levine et al., 1999) . We included these types of problems to make sure that we were able to sample the variability in mental transformation skill likely to be present among 5-to 6-year-olds, not to examine whether the effects of training differed depending on problem type, which would require many more items of each type.
The four problem types were counterbalanced across participants, using two different order sequences. At each time point (pretest, posttest, and retest), 12 problems were presented, three instances of each of the four types (i.e., 3 Direct Translation, 3 Diagonal Translation, 3 Direct Rotation, and 3 Diagonal Translation). Following the administration of these problems, six explanation problems were given consisting of the following Note that both the choice array and the pieces card are displayed on 8 " 9 11″ pieces of paper.
problem types: 1 Direct Translation, 2 Diagonal Translations, 2 Direct Rotations, and 1 Diagonal Rotation. Two different forms of the mental transformation test, each involving different shapes, were used for pretest and posttest and were counterbalanced across participants. Half of the participants received Form A for pretest and Form B for posttest; the other half received Form B for pretest and Form A for posttest. In each group, the retest form was the same as the participants received at the immediate posttest. At each testing time point, problems were presented in a different fixed random order.
Pre-training and training stimuli
There were four pre-training items on which the experimenter taught the child to make the relevant action or gesture, including one item of each transformation type-direct translation, diagonal translation, direct rotation, and diagonal rotation. Following these pre-training items, the child completed eight training problems, two of each problem type. The training problems differed from the pretest, posttest, and retest problems in that the pieces cards were replaced by actual black wooden pieces placed in a covered, clear Plexiglas container, 7.5 inches square. Furthermore, the shapes and pieces presented were not the same as those presented at the various testing time points.
Design and procedure
All sessions were videotaped with prior consent of the participants' parents. All children were given a pretest, training, and an immediate posttest during Session 1, and a retest 1 week later during Session 2. On the first pretest trial, the experimenter said, "Look at the pieces" (while pointing at the pieces card). "Now look at the shapes" (while pointing at the choice card). "If you put these pieces (point at pieces card) together they will make one of these shapes (point at choice card). Point to the shape that the pieces make." On subsequent trials, the experimenter only said, "Point to the shape that the pieces make." On the six explanation problems, the child answered each problem and was then asked to explain how he or she arrived at the answer. No feedback was given on any pretest or explanation item.
Children were tested individually and randomly assigned to one of three training conditions: action (n = 41), move-gesture (n = 38), point-gesture (n = 35). At the start of the training portion of the experiment, a second experimenter showed participants the action or gesture they were to produce before choosing the target shape. Instructions and procedures for each of the training conditions are shown in Table 1 . In all three conditions, two wooden pieces were shown to the child inside the Plexiglas container described earlier. In the action condition, the lid of the container was removed so the child could move the pieces and, in the other two conditions, the lid remained on so the child could not touch or move the pieces. In the action training condition, after the participant physically moved the pieces together, the experimenter separated the pieces, returned them to their original location, and placed the clear lid back on before asking the child to choose the answer. This procedure prevented the child from choosing the answer by simply matching the shape completed by the action with the target shape. In the move-gesture condition, children used two flat hands to gesture moving the pieces together without touching the pieces before choosing the target shape. In the point-gesture condition, children pointed to the pieces with a flat hand before choosing the target shape.
There were four pre-training trials on which the second experimenter and the child took turns solving the problems (two problems each), with the experimenter going first. On each of these problems, the experimenter/child performed the action or gesture for the training condition the child was randomly assigned to complete (action, move-gesture, point-gesture). Following the pre-training trials, the child completed eight training trials. On each trial, the child was asked to perform the movement that was taught (action, move-gesture, point-gesture) before choosing the answer. After the training was completed, the first experimenter returned to administer the posttest in the same manner as the pretest (the posttest contained different problems than the pretest). One week later, the child was readministered the same posttest that was given immediately after training (the retest). The activities the child completed at each of the two sessions are summarized in Table 2 .
Coding
We coded the card choices that children made on the 12 individual problems at each test time as correct or incorrect; we did not include the six problems on which children also gave explanations in this score. We used the six explanation problems given at pretest and posttest to code the movement gestures children spontaneously produced along with their speech. The co-speech gestures produced at pretest were entered as a control variable in our main analysis examining the effects of training condition because previous Table 1 Instructions given on the eight training problems to children in each of the three conditions. Instructions that varied across condition are in bold italics
Intervention
Condition
Instructions and Procedure Action Experimenter to child: "If these two pieces are moved together (point with flat hand above pieces), they will make one of these shapes (point with flat hand above shapes). First, show me how to move the pieces together with both hands (child moves pieces, and then experimenter moves them apart). Now point to the shape the pieces make." Move-gesture
Experimenter to child: "If these two pieces are moved together (point with flat hand above pieces), they will make one of these shapes (point with flat hand above shapes). First, show me with both hands how to move the pieces together (child moves hands). Now point to the shape the pieces make." Point-gesture
Experimenter to child: "If these two pieces are moved together (point with flat hand above pieces), they will make one of these shapes (point with flat hand above shapes). First, point to the pieces (child points to pieces). Now point to the shape the pieces make."
work had found that children who spontaneously produce move-gestures on problems of this type tend to be more advanced in mental rotation than children who do not produce these gestures (Ehrlich et al., 2006) . Gesture was coded as referring to movement if the child moved his or her hands in a straight or curved line, indicating that the pieces underwent a change in location, or if the child rotated his or her hands, indicating that the pieces underwent a change in orientation. The children typically used pointing handshapes, flat hands, or C-hands in their move-gestures. We calculated the total number of problems on which a child produced a move-gesture and used this number to create a covariate in our analyses.
Results
Model structure and fitting
We analyzed the test trial-level data (pretest, posttest, retest) using mixed effects logistic regression, fitted using the glmer function from the lme4 package in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014; R Core Team, 2014) . Post hoc comparisons were carried out using the glht function in the multcomp package (Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008) , with p-values corrected for multiple comparisons based on Westfall, Tobias, Rom, Wolfinger, & Hochberg (1999) . The full model specification is described in the remainder of this section, and full estimates are given in Table 3 (Wald tests of individual coefficients are given, each of which has one degree of freedom). Significance tests of threelevel factors and interactions were performed by likelihood ratio tests and are reported in the text as relevant. • Child solves 12 mental rotation problems presented on paper.
• Child then solves an additional six problems and explains how they arrived at their answer on each. Pre-training
• A second experimenter and child alternate practicing relevant action/gesture (depending on condition) with the experimenter going first using pieces presented in a Plexiglas container (four trials, two performed by the experimenter and two by the child). Training
• On each of eight training problems, the child carries out the relevant action/gesture and then tries to choose the correct shape from among four alternatives. Immediate posttest
• Child solves 12 mental rotation problems presented on paper.
• Child then solves an additional six problems and explains how they arrived at their answer on each. Session 2 Retest
• One week later, the child solves 12 mental rotation problems presented on paper.
• Child then solves an additional six problems and explains how they arrived at their answer on each.
The outcome variable was the binary accuracy on each trial. Test time (pretest, posttest, retest) was a within-subjects factor, and training condition (also with three levels, point-gesture, move-gesture, and action) and gender were between-subjects factors. Test time and training condition were treatment-coded with pretest and point-gesture as the reference levels. The interaction of test time and training condition tests our three central The correlations are present only to capture variance due to the random grouping factors, and their significance is not tested. research questions, and the selection of these reference levels was made with an eye to each question. In Table 3 , the contrasts for test time are labeled Test_1 (comparing Pretest to Posttest) and Test_2 (Pretest vs. Retest). The contrasts for training condition are labeled Condition_1 (point-gesture vs. move-gesture) and Condition_2 (point-gesture vs. action).
Gender was coded as 0 (male) and 1 (female), and centered at its mean. Test time and training condition were allowed to interact in order to test our central hypotheses about the relative amounts of improvement exhibited by children in the three training conditions.
Based on evidence from Ehrlich et al. (2006) that producing movement gestures on the mental transformation task is correlated with improvement on the task, we also included the number of explanation problems at pretest on which children produced a move-gesture as a control variable (labeled Pretest Gesturing in Table 3 ). These were the additional six problems completed after the pretest, but before training, on which children were asked to explain their answers. The majority of these movement gestures occurred with speech about movement (79%).
1 Visual inspection revealed that this count was distributed bimodally, with 12 and 11 participants gesturing on 0 or 1 trial, respectively, 2 participants on 2 trials, 9 participants on 3 trials, and the remaining 83 gesturing on 4-6 trials. For this reason, children were divided into low-gesturers (0 or 1 trial, 20% of children overall; 7/36 in the point-gesture condition, 7/39 in the move-gesture condition, and 9/42 in the action condition) and high-gesturers (two or more trials, the remaining 80% of the children).
2 This variable, producing movement gestures on pretest explanation trials, was coded as 0 if the child produced move-gestures on zero or one trial, and 1 if the child produced move-gestures on two or more trials, and it was then centered at its mean. A likelihood ratio test showed that adding this variable, plus its interactions with test time and training condition (including the three-way interaction), did not improve the model (p > .23). Similarly, adding the interactions of gender with test time and training condition also failed to show significant improvement of the model (p > .65). Nonetheless, based on other studies showing gender effects on mental transformation tasks (e.g., Levine et al., 1999; Linn & Petersen, 1985; Moore & Johnson, 2008; Quinn & Liben, 2008; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995) and the Ehrlich et al. (2006) findings showing a relation between movement gestures and learning, we retained these predictors and interactions in the model. Random intercepts were included by item and subject. By-subject slopes for test time, including the random correlations between the by-subject intercepts and slopes, were also included. Regression coefficients, b, are reported in logit units and in odds ratios, exp(b).
Learning as a function of condition
We first compare the three groups' performance on pretest, and the effects of the covariates, before turning to our central research questions. The model revealed no group differences at pretest (p > .15), as would be expected given that children were randomly assigned to these conditions. As in previous studies using the mental transformation test, boys' scores were numerically higher than girls' at pretest (M boys = 6.86 [2.10]; M girls = 6.35 [2.11]), but this difference was not significant, nor was there evidence that boys and girls differed in their improvement at the later tests or in the effects of training condition (all p > .2 for effects and interactions involving gender).
Mean pretest performance was also slightly higher for children who had produced at least two movement gestures on pretest explanation problems (M two or more gestures = 6.72 [2.02]; M zero or one gesture = 6.00 [2.47]). A significant interaction emerged between spontaneously producing move-gestures on pretest explanations and training condition (X 2 (2) = 7.06, p < .05). Post hoc comparisons showed that children in the point-gesture condition who produced two or more move-gestures on pretest scored higher than those who produced zero or one gesture (b = 0.80, SE = 0.33, Z = 2.44, p < .05, exp (b) = 2.22). However, no significant effects of pretest move-gestures were found in the move-gesture (b = 0.27, SE = 0.38, Z = .70, p > .85, exp(b) = 1.31) or action (b = À0.44, SE = 0.37, Z = À1.18, p > .55, exp(b) = 0.64) conditions. Moreover, making more move-gestures during explanations on pretest did not interact with test time, nor was there a three-way interaction of these variables with training condition (all likelihood ratio tests yielded p > .5).
Crucially, model comparison using a likelihood ratio test revealed that the interaction between test time and training condition (see the interaction terms for Test_1 and Test_2 with Condition_1 and Condition_2 in Table 3 ), central to our research questions, was significant (X 2 (4) = 9.64, p < .05). To illustrate this interaction, the mean observed number of problems correct (out of 12), by test time and training condition, are given in Table 4 , and the corresponding mean proportions of correct responses are plotted in Fig. 2 , with standard errors estimated over 1000 nonparametric bootstrap samples (Agresti, 2012) . We unpack this interaction by focusing on the trajectory of improvement across the three test times in each condition, examining online improvement (from pretest to posttest immediately following training) and offline improvement (from posttest to retest a week after training, with no further training occurring in the intervening period).
Our first question was whether motor-relevant training (i.e., action and move-gesture) led to greater gains than non-motor-relevant training (i.e., point-gesture). Planned comparisons confirmed that this was the case: the action group improved significantly more (b = 0.67, SE = 0.25, Z = 2.67, p < .01, exp(b) = 1.95), and the move-gesture group improved marginally more (b = 0.49, SE = 0.26, Z = 1.92, p = .06, exp(b) = 1.63), than the control point-gesture group. Our second question was whether the concreteness of the motor-relevant training (i.e., action vs. move-gesture) influenced total gains. We found that it did not in additional planned comparisons: the amount of improvement displayed over the entire period (pretest to retest) did not differ significantly for the move-gesture and action groups (b = 0.18, SE = 0.25, Z = .73, p > .46, exp(b) = 1.20).
Our third question was whether the concreteness of motor-relevant training (action vs. move-gesture) affects how children's gains unfold over time. Planned comparisons showed that children in the action group (Fig. 2 , left panel) made significant online gains from pretest to posttest (b = 0.72, SE = 0.16, Z = 4.49, p < .001, exp(b) = 2.05), but showed no significant offline improvement from posttest to retest (b = 0.27, SE = 0.16, Z = 1.66, p > .09, exp(b) = 1.31). Overall, their performance at the retest was significantly better than at pretest; in other words, although they did not gain further after training, they showed no sign of loss of the gains made after training (b = 0.99, SE = 0.17, Z = 5.67, p < .001, exp(b) = 2.69). By comparison, children in the move-gesture group (Fig. 2, center) made approximately the same amount of improvement online and offline (online improvement b = 0.39, SE = 0.16, Z = 2.36, p = .02, exp(b) = 1.48; offline improvement b = 0.42, SE = 0.16, Z = 2.58, p = .01, exp(b) = 1.52). As in the action group, their retest performance was significantly better than their initial performance at pretest (b = 0.81, SE = 0.18, Z = 4.47, p < .001, exp(b) = 2.25) but, unlike the action group, their retest performance (as just noted) was also significantly better than their performance at posttest (b = 0.42, SE = 0.16, Z = 2.58, p = .01, exp(b) = 1.52). For completeness, we note that children in the point-gesture group (Fig. 2, right Fig. 3 depicts another view of the results by presenting mean improvement for each group during online and offline learning. Note that both online and offline change is minimal for the point-gesture group, whereas improvement in both time frames was significant (see above for tests) for the move-gesture group, and only online improvement was significant for the action group.
To recap, both the action and move-gesture groups made significant gains over the course of the entire experiment, between pretest and retest, whereas the point-gesture group made no significant gains at all. Importantly, although the overall gains made by the action and move-gesture groups were not significantly different, the trajectories these groups followed to make these gains did differ. The action group profited immediately from training, as shown by their improved performance right after they received the training. However, their performance did not change further (in either direction) in the week following training, even though they were not at ceiling at either the time of the posttest or retest (see Fig. 2 , left panel). In contrast, the move-gesture group not only showed gains right after training, but they also showed gains of similar magnitude in the week following training.
Training trial performance
We examined whether children's performance on the training trials differed across conditions, and whether their performance improved across the eight training trials. Accuracy for these trials was analyzed using mixed effects logistic regression with training trial order and condition as fixed effects, and covariates as above (a by-subject random slope for trial order was also included). We found better overall training trial performance in the action group than in the other two groups (b = 0.52, SE = 0.20, Z = 2.64, p = .008, exp(b) = 1.69), which is not surprising since the correct answer was visible after the action (but not after the gesture) in each training trial. However, we did not find significant improvement across the training trials in any group (all p > .4). 
Discussion
Our study focused on three questions. First, we asked whether training that involves the motor system-either concretely through action, or more abstractly through gestural movements that represent action-results in more gains in mental transformation skill, relative to a point-gesture control group that does not involve relevant motor movements. Second, we asked whether the overall magnitude of the improvement differs as a result of action versus gesture training. Finally, we asked whether the time course of improvement differs, particularly for the two movement training conditions.
With respect to the first question, we found greater improvement in children's mental transformation skill between pretest and retest (1 week after initial training) for children in both the action and move-gesture training conditions (overall improvement did not differ significantly for these two groups) than in the point-gesture condition, where children did not perform significantly higher than at pretest. This condition difference indicates that improvement in the action and move-gesture conditions, both of which involve movements that are relevant to the mental transformation, do not merely reflect gains that occur from practicing mental transformation problems, as the children in the point-gesture condition did not improve. These findings extend the literature supporting motor involvement in mental transformation by showing that encouraging relevant motor system involvement at different levels of abstraction holds promise for enhancing children's spatial thinking over time.
With respect to the second question, we did not find evidence that the move-gesture and action training conditions differed in terms of overall durable gains as assessed 1 week after training. Rather, both of the conditions resulted in significant gains, compared to children's level of performance at pretest, as well as compared to the control condition.
However, with respect to our third question about the time course of gains, we did find evidence of differences in the time course of gains between the move-gesture and action training conditions. Children in the action training condition made significant improvement on the mental transformation task immediately following training, with no significant subsequent improvement 1 week later-that is, they experienced online learning, but not offline learning. In contrast, children in the move-gesture training condition made similar gains from pretest to posttest and from posttest to retest; thus, experiencing both online and offline learning.
A key question is why children continued to show improvement even after training ended in the move-gesture condition. One factor that has been found to lead to offline learning is the similarity between task demands at training and at test (e.g., Franks et al., 2000; Halamish & Bjork, 2011; Nungester & Duchastel, 1982; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) . According to Roediger and Karpicke's (2006) transfer-appropriate-processing hypothesis, training that engages learners in processes that are similar to those that will be needed at test are most effective in supporting performance at test. The desirable difficulty literature posits another, non-mutually exclusive factor that leads to greater offline learning-specifically, retrieval difficulty of learning trials (e.g., Vlach, 2014; Vlach et al., 2012) . According to the desirable difficulty framework (e.g., Bjork, 1994) , as well as the optimal challenge point framework (e.g., Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004) , training that engages people in deeper processing may slow down learning in the short run, but result in more learning gains over time (Vlach et al., 2012; Szpunar, Khan, & Schacter, 2013) . The move-gesture training condition, which resulted in less online and more offline learning than the action training condition, contains both of these factors that have been shown to support robust long-term learning gains-similarity between training and test requirements, and challenging training that requires retrieval processes.
With respect to the first factor, similarity between training and test items, move-gesture training requires generating the result of a spatial transformation as does solving mental transformation problems at test. Because the move-gesture training condition does not yield an outcome, it might encourage learners to focus on the process of the transformation rather than on irrelevant perceptual details of particular transformations (Ehrlich et al., 2006; Goldin-Meadow, 2010) , which, in turn, might lead to greater increments in mental transformation skill over time. Move-gesture training may thus involve more "transfer-appropriate processing," and hence result in more offline learning, than action training.
With respect to the second factor, level of challenge in training, the move-gesture training condition is more difficult than the action training condition as evidenced by children's worse performance on the training items in the move-gesture condition than in the action condition. In the action training condition, performance on training trials was high, as learners needed only to remember the shape that was formed for a brief period before selecting the correct shape from an array of four alternatives. Unlike in the action training condition, in the move-gesture training condition, children were required to generate the results of the transformation. Our pattern of results-robust online gains with no subsequent offline gains in the action condition and more modest online gains with continued offline gains in the move-gesture condition-is consistent with the desirable difficulty framework (e.g., Bjork, 1994; Vlach, 2014; Vlach et al., 2012) as well as with the transfer-appropriate processing framework (e.g., Franks et al., 2000; Nungester & Duchastel, 1982; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Thomas & McDaniel, 2007) . One or both of these factors could contribute to the timeline differences in learning in the action versus movegesture training conditions. However, the results of our point-gesture training condition make it clear that these factors (retrieval difficulty of training and match between training and test requirements), either together or separately, are not sufficient to account for our results. Like the movegesture condition, the point-gesture condition requires retrieving the answer to the mental transformation problems (retrieval difficulty), as well as imagining the result of the transformation (matching training and test requirements). Nonetheless, the point-gesture condition does not result in either online or offline learning, likely because it does not recruit the motor system in a task-relevant way and thus is too challenging to support learning for kindergarten-age children. In accord with Guadagnoli and Lee's (2004) optimal challenge point framework, the child's challenge may need to be just right, not too big and not too small to support long-term learning. Our findings suggest that engaging the motor system in a relevant way can help children meet the challenge that mental transformation presents.
The current findings raise some interesting questions for future studies. First, might optimal training involve first using concrete action training and then more abstract movegesture training? Such an approach might help young children realize immediate gains and then build on these gains by increasing both challenge and the similarity of training demands to test demands. Second, might the effectiveness of action versus move-gesture training vary as a function of the level of proficiency the child begins with? It might be more effective to use action training with children who have low levels of skill on the mental transformation task, and to use move-gesture training with children who have higher levels of skill. Both of these hypotheses are motivated by, and are consistent with, the optimal challenge point framework (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004) . A third question asks whether long-term learning gains following move-gesture training will exceed gains following action training if more time is allowed to pass between training and retest. Such a finding would be consistent with the desirable difficulty and optimal challenge point frameworks, which suggest that the more difficult the "final test" (e.g., as a result of a longer delay), the more important it is to have training that requires retrieval or generation of information (e.g., Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004; Halamish & Bjork, 2011) . Furthermore, previous work examining the role of gesture in learning suggests that the answer to this question may be yes because gesture training encourages learners to retain what they have learned (Cook et al., 2008) and even to go beyond this level (Congdon et al., 2017) , at least in mathematics problem solving. Future studies are needed to determine whether learning at time points more remote from instruction than 1 week results in a learning advantage for an important spatial skill following move-gesture training, compared to action training. A positive answer to this question would hold important implications for the design of interventions aimed at improving spatial thinking, a cognitive capacity that has been implicated in STEM success.
Notes
1. In addition to coding movement gestures on pretest explanation problems, we coded it on the immediate posttest explanation problems; we examined whether number of movement gestures produced at pretest correlated with number of movement gestures produced at posttest, and found a strong correlation, r = .70, p < .001. However, no changes in gesturing on these explanation trials were observed between test times in any of the groups, nor were there group differences in gesturing on the explanation problems at either pretest or posttest (point-gesture group: M pretest = 3.71, SD = 2.01, M posttest = 3.80, SD = 2.25; move-gesture group: M pretest = 4.26, SD = 1.95, M posttest = 4.53, SD = 1.66; action group: M pretest = 4.15, SD = 2.03, M posttest = 4.15, SD = 2.10).
2. Changing the cutoff to include the two participants who produced move-gestures on two trials in the low gesture group, or encoding this variable as continuous did not change the results.
